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Oracle 
 

Fellowship of Isis Liturgy 
By 

Olivia Robertson 
  

Athena - Arcadian Awakening 
 

Alchemical Rite 
6. Yucatan: The Central Matrix 

Part I. The Narration: The Goddess Maya 
 

“To reach the Heights we need to plumb the Depths.” 
 
Aiden:  “I invoke the aid of the Goddess Maya, through Her veiled Priestess. 
Holy Maya, You appear across the sky as a copper-coloured Sun. Your children 
are lost to Divinity. Help us to restore your Faith in this Your Land.” 

ORACLE OF THE GODDESS MAYA 
 
“Do not despair!  In My Thirteen Heavens, humans are courageously facing the 
passing of the fourth sphere of emotional control to the fifth sphere of the 
consciousness of passions. There are many races who attain initiation easily, as 
they have never endured the ordeal of physical incarnations, through the 
labyrinth of space and time. Those in solar bodies are glorious as Gods and 
Goddesses. But you, the suffering ones, only regain your true Being, Divinity, 
through ordeals. Trials seem cruel, but know that the Mothers and Fathers Who 
have given you birth have put you to school in planetary evolution.  And though 
you endure unspeakable pain, you win a wonder unknown even to Deities.  You 
have found your true Originality peculiar to each one of you!  Without a single 
soul, the peacock-starry sky would be incomplete.   
 
The Plumed Serpent of Divine Energy rises slowly within each of you, and when 
you win back your Birthright, you have no spectacular Fall!  Those spirits who fly 
too high have to return to Mother Earth in shame. You deal with humiliation, guilt, 
evil passions daily, not as the leaping jaguar, but rather have a sure slow 
progress, like a quiet cat who has learnt to rest before a hearth fire!” 
 
Aiden:  “We give thanks for the heartening Oracle of the Goddess Maya as she 
opens Her great dark eyes and smiles!” 
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Editorial  
 

	  
	  

Hand-coloured drawing and a copy of this article by Olivia Robertson, originally received 
in November, 2005 from Deena Butta on behalf of Olivia Robertson, with this note: “Man 
carried in a boat to someone’s back garden – man and boat undamaged!! Saved by Isis 
of the Sea!”  
 

Rebirth After Destruction 
By Olivia Robertson 

Co-Founder of the Fellowship of Isis 
 

During my long life I have seen mighty cities rise again from destruction. The 
courage of the inhabitants, their love for their cities, has brought this to pass. 
People who do not despair rebuild their family lives, their homes, their schools, 
their jobs, etc. 
 
So I wish to share with others my own experiences of this phoenix glory of rebirth 
while, early on the Fifth of September, I grieve for all my friends and others 
during the Gulf of Mexico disaster.  
 
I woke up to this earthly life when I was three months old. I was aware of being in 
a pram and of looking at a house set in a garden. This was in July 1917 and I 
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had been evacuated to Cirencester out of London, which was being bombed by 
Zeppelins during the First World War. 
 

 
 

Olivia at her desk in her drawing room. Photo by Pat Cummins. 
Permission to use this photo granted by Olivia Robertson. 

 
My next war memory came to me when I was eight, living with my family in 
Reigate, Surrey. My mother received a telegram in the Reigate Tennis Club: 
“Castle seized by rebels!” Our castle had been taken over by Irish Republicans, 
who had a cannon on the roof, court-martialed the Butler and put the cook in the 
dungeon (now “Cave of the Mothers”), possibly for her protection. They were 
friendly to my grandmother who owned the place, when she visited, and an Irish 
Red Cross nurse gave her a cup of tea. They asked was all in order? And she 
said, “Yes, but would you kindly not keep dynamite in the drawing room!” – where 
I am writing this article. “If you don’t like it, Ma’am, we’ll remove it,” she was 
assured. However, the Republicans were conquered by the famous 
Commandant Barry of the Free State Army of this civil war, who took the castle 
and duly signed our visitors’ book, with the interesting comment: “The 
Republicans are routed. de Valera still at large.” 
 
After a treaty was signed and Ireland had become a Free State, we planned t 
return to the castle, in 1924. I found a magazine with a terrifying coloured 
painting on the cover. It showed a city (“Dublin”) with great buildings engulfed in 
flames. Over this was a saturnine man in black, with the caption that I took to be 
“The Devil.” I marched off to my mother, knowing we were to have a house in 
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Dublin, the city depicted. “Are we going there, Mum:” I fear she told me an 
untruth: “No.” The Devil, I observed, had horn-rimmed spectacles … de Valera. 
 
But Dublin arose from the flames as a genial, hospitable and play-loving city. The 
pillar-boxes changed from red to green and my parents, my father being an 
architect, joined the successful Celtic Dawn writers, artists and poets. Years later 
I wrote a book about this lively city – in some ways like New Orleans – called 
“Dublin Phoenix”, because she rose from the flames. 
 
During the Second World War it became a cliché, the phrase “France will live 
again.” She was occupied for six years. But I remembered my time in 1934 in 
Northern Frances, staying in a château. The ex-soldier owner belonged to an 
organization called “La Croix du Feu.” He used to play me a record, made by his 
Chief. It began with an unforgettable voice: “Anciens camarades de la guerre! 
Nous sommes contre la lute Allemande. Nous voulons la France FRANÇAISE!” 
This was General de Gaulle. And his Cross of Lorraine prevailed after six years. 
After all, had he not said: “Je suis Jeanne d’Arc.” So fifty years later I particularly 
appreciated the golden statue of Jeanne d’Arc in New Orleans. de Gaulle had 
visited New Orleans. Resurgam. 
 
In 1940, during the Second World War, I joined the Red Cross and moved to 
London from Ireland during the evacuation from Dunkirk. I remember being in a 
bus – going to the “Pinocchio” film – seeing the chalked words “Germans at the 
gates of Paris” on newspaper blackboards. When I came out of the cinema, the 
chalked words spelled out: “Germans in Paris.” 
 
I was moved from London to a hospital at Norfolk the day before the first massive 
bombings. I returned later to collect my trunk, intending to have lunch in a huge 
Lyons Corner House Restaurant. The whole block had gone, leaving a giant 
crater. I was billeted in a farmhouse near the hospital. A firebomb landed and I 
was told to get out of the house – it was night – and bring all my valuables. 
These consisted of a cake of soap and a pound note in a glove. The farmer put 
out the fire. 
 
My last sight of London consisted of an unnatural sunset in the wrong part of the 
sky. It was London on fire. As we did not have a second front, we had thirty 
nurses to a ward with nothing much to do, so I decided to go home. 
 
Before I left for Ireland, I stayed with my aunt and uncle in the Mendip Hills above 
Glastonbury, which I could see as a pyramid in a blue distance. Nearly every 
night their sky would be crisscrossed with searchlights as German bombers flew 
over. They would dump their bombs on their way back, so we would hear the odd 
clump. One night they practically wiped out Coventry. Another night Bristol was 
bombed. It was curious to get on a bus and to drive for fifteen miles to the city. 
The suburbs were changed. The houses listed to about forty-five degrees. We 
saw houses with no front, like dolls’ houses, exposing bathrooms and shelves. 
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Finally we reached a roped-off area, and within was a scene like an archeological 
survey of an ancient city. There were no standing buildings, only white and gold 
walls looking immeasurably old. Bronze fired steel girders were twisted 
grotesquely. The streets were being cleaned by huge machines. Square miles of 
the centre of Bristol had been flattened. 
 
Although at the time I was pacifist, I wished Ireland was in the war. Perhaps 
being “Aries” sun sign, I feel with an heroic battle going on, we should somehow 
be implicated. So when I came home I adopted my own war, the battle for 
children who lived in the deprived areas of Dublin, were starved, badly underfed 
and riddled with tuberculosis, impetigo and ringworm. It was the Quakers who 
gave them free meals, from Bewley’s Restaurant. I wrote my first book about this. 
This war on poverty is ongoing. I feel for the deprived and the poor in New 
Orleans. Cities rise and fall but greed and goodness are still at odds. 
 
Both Coventry and Bristol have risen from the ashes, perfect. When I visit Bristol 
now I wonder how many people remember that terrible night? It is now a city of 
theatres, art galleries, and a bustling cheerful community. Now I spend hours 
each day looking at a visual succession of happy memories of New Orleans, 
where I stayed for two weeks for nine years, with Cathryn Anne of the Font of Isis 
Lyceum. 
 
I remember going round the old parts of the city with Elaine, Johnice, Cherie and 
Maury ad Daniel. I loved the French Quarters. I am wearing a watch I bought 
there. At our Clonegal Festivals we wear New Orleans feather masks when 
acting as deities. I am grateful for the memory of consecrating a reconstructed 
paddle steamer, the “Magnolia Belle”, with Cathryn Anne and Henri, priest and 
doctor, on Lade Pontchartrain. New Orleans and the other Gulf areas will rise 
again. May the Magnolia Belle sail once more, under the prow of Isis Star of the 
Sea.  
 

 
 

The Magnolia Belle is a real paddle wheeler, built in Dubuque, Iowa in 1969 by the 
renowned Dubuque Boat & Boiler Company. Originally named “Border Star”, she was 
rechristened in 2004 as “Magnolia Belle.” 
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Daily Attunement Times & FOI Daily Prayer  
 
 

FOI Worldwide Daily Attunement Times 
6:30 to 8:30 every morning and evening. 

 
Members may tune in at any point during these times, twice daily. The flame of 
the Hearth of the Goddess, as originally conceived by the three FOI Co-
Founders, has spread to hearths and shrines throughout the world. So many 
gifted Members daily tend their private hearths, shrines and altars with due 
reverence to this Divine purpose. Let us join together, by attunement in 
meditation, ritual and prayer – as this sacred Flame burns within our hearts, let it 
lead us to the Divine Inspiration of the Goddess – as we tend the flames of Her 
hearth in our homes, in loving memory of our past, enjoyment of our present 
being, and with rich anticipation of a sacred path we create for our future. 

Daily Prayer of the Fellowship of Isis (for morning and evening) 

Be still and relaxed and surround yourself with light. 

Holy Goddess Isis, Mother of all beings, come to our hearts. Grant us, Thy 
children, Love and Joy, Wisdom and Abundance. We offer Thee our loving care 
for all who are born of Thee. 
 
Many members have asked, “What can I do?” There is a simple thing every FOI 
member can perform each day: saying the FOI Daily Prayer. Olivia used this 
prayer twice daily in the Temple of Isis at Clonegal Castle. She suggested 
attunement times by members at some point between 6:30 – 8:30 morning and 
evening in their own time zone. 
 
“When we attune ourselves beyond our physical sense at dawn and dusk, we are 
learning to commune with the beautiful spheres of the Goddesses and Gods. By 
inducing a serene and kindly mind, wishing good to all, we receive transmissions 
from beyond our own Egos. Protected by an aura of Isian Light, we commune 
with each other, Spirit Guides,angels, and above all, ISIS of 10,000 Goddesses 
and Their Consorts. There is a cosmos out there awaiting us.” ~ Olivia Robertson 
 

____________________________________ 
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Announcements  
 

FOI Union Triad 
On Behalf of the 

Fellowship of Isis Central Website 
April 14, 2021 

 
The Fellowship of Isis Central Website enjoys two-way support and friendly 
relations with the FOI community worldwide. Both FOI Central and the members 
of the FOI Union Triad comprised of the Archpriesthood Union, Archdruid Union 
and Grand Commander Union offer support, guidance and service to members 
within the Fellowship of Isis. Please be aware, one may come across venues that 
do not have our support, but wish to appear as though they do. Anyone that 
creates content online can post a link. This should not be construed as mutual 
endorsement. 
 

_________________________________ 
 

Travel to Egypt  
with  

Priestesses of Isis  
Rt. Rev Normandi Ellis and A. Auset Rohn  

 
The pilgrimage to Egypt with Rt. Rev. Normandi Ellis and Priestess of Isis A. 
Auset Rohn is scheduled for March 3 - 14, 2022 and we currently have 5 spots 
available. If you’d like to learn more about the trip details and reserve your spot 
visit www.twoladiestravelco.com 
 

______________________________________ 
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Auset Gypsy Tarot Deck 
James Jacob Pierri 

The Iseum of the Sacred Lotus 
 
It’s here! I’ve just received my Auset Gypsy Tarot Preview Deck and it’s 
absolutely gorgeous, magical – and gilded! The Auset Gypsy Tarot Deck was 
picked up by @izdatelstvo_veligor and will be published in Russia in Russian!  
 
http://www.ausetgypsy.com/ 
 

______________________________________ 
 

Lutea Online Wellness Classes 
And Talking Circle 
By Diveena Marcus 

 
On the third Monday every month, starting Monday, February 15, 2021 onward, 
7:00 pm until 8:00 pm pacific standard time. All are welcome. E-mail 
info@lutea.org   
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FOI Events 
 
Archpriestess Anniitra Ravenmoon of TOI Long Beach is taking a 
sabbatical from organizing Book Salons and Workshops for 2021. Contact 
sacredraven@msn.com 
 
FOI Chicago hosts several events throughout the year, including the Annual 
Goddess Convention and Festival. Details for the next annual festival, to be 
announced. For more details, please contact Archpriestess Demetria Nanos at 
hail_isis@yahoo.com 
 
Isis Oasis Sanctuary, Temple of Isis, Geyserville, CA: A celebration of the 
Epiphany of Isis, also known as Festival of Lights will be held at Isis Oasis in 
January. The date brought up for the celebration was January 6, 2021. deTraci 
Regula will write a special script and Linda Iles will create an altar. 
 
The 32nd annual FOI Convocation will take place Friday, October 8 – Monday, 
October 11, 2021 at Isis Oasis Retreat Center in Geyserville, California. FOI 
Archpriestess and Director of Isis Oasis, deTraci Regula and Justin Howard 
are facilitating this event. Deities honored will be Greco-Roman Isis and her 
consort Serapis.  
 
The Inner Sanctum Symposium on Infinite Possibilities will be scheduled for 
May 2021 at Isis Oasis Retreat Center in Geyserville, California.  
 
For more information on both of these events, contact: deTraci Regula at 
tregula@msn.com , or Justin Howard at templeofisisca@gmail.com 
if you wish more information about presenting. Contact Isis Oasis if you need 
information about reservations to stay on the grounds while attending the 
Symposium: 707-857-4747 or by e-mail, place “Isis Symposium” in the subject 
line: isisoasis@gmail.com For reservations contact Isis Oasis: 707-857-4747 or 
by e-mail, place “Convocation” in the subject line: isisoasis@gmail.com 
  
Temple of Isis, Isis Oasis Retreat Center, Geyserville, CA. Monday – Friday 
noon rites are offered in the Isis Chapel. Sunday services in the Main Temple at 
3 pm. For more information contact Isis Oasis: isisoasis@gmail.com  
 
Temple of Isis on Zoom and Facebook Live: please check the Isis Oasis 
Sanctuary page on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/IsisOasisTemple/ 
and the personal page of deTraci Regula for live videos. deTraci hosts noon rite 
on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and somôtimes a midnight rite on her personal 
page. Justin Howard hosts noon rite on Wednesday, Friday and Sunday Scrolls 
at 3pm pacific standard time every Sunday via the Isis Oasis Sanctuary page. 
 

________________________ 
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FOI Germany hosts Moon meetings, Druid Clan of Dana rituals and tours of the 
sacred history of the land in the area of TeutoForest. Please contact Rt. Rev. 
Hamsa Devi for more details of upcoming events. sekhmet@online.de 
Goddess World Blog: https://goddessworldblog.wordpress.com/ 
FOI Germany Website: https://www.fellowshipofisis.eu 
Facebook: Priory of Rainbow Tara 
 
Isian Society for Integrated Studies - a series focusing on the work of our 
clergy hosted by Rev. Mana Youngbear. For more information please check Isian 
Society for Integrated Studies Public Page on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/ManaYoungbear/ 
 
Our Lady’s Prayer Circle on the 13th day of every month, led by FOI Priestess 
Diveena. This prayer circle was founded by Diveena and the late Barbara Lee 
Westlake in the city of Mount Shasta on the Winter Solstice, 2005. It has been 
ongoing every month since that time. Diveena is a spiritual advisor and member 
of the Pomo tribe. She has been inspired to create Mandala Prayer work with 
Earth Based Totem Medicine. If you wish to participate, FOI Priestess Diveena 
can be contacted at prayercircle@diveena.com 
 
Circle of the Sacred Cauldron – Rt. Rev. Anniitra Ravenmoon is currently 
taking a sabbatical from events in 2021. “Dark and Full moon mothers of the 
night, Surround us with your love of dark and light.” Temple of Isis Long 
Beach/Circle of the Sacred Cauldron. Honor the Dark and Full moon monthly, via 
rituals by attunement. The times are 4 through 6:30 Pm PST. Different gods and 
goddesses are invited as guests. Names are placed into the sacred cauldron for 
health peace love and prosperity. If you want your name or your loved ones 
name in the sacred cauldron, please e-mail Rt. Rev. Anniitra Ravenmoon 
sacredraven@msn.com 
 
Rt. Rev. Kasey Conder offers the FOI Liturgy Circle to study a particular FOI 
ritual drama on the second Sunday of every month throughout the year. All are 
welcome to attune or attend in person. For more information contact Kasey 
Conder: kaseyconder@hotmail.com 
	  
In Utah: Crone’s Hollow 2470 S Main St., Salt Lake City, USA (Lyceum of Isis of 
Utah) 
 
In California: Isis Oasis Sanctuary 20889 Geyserville, California, USA (Lyceum 
of the Temple of Isis  (The name of Loreon Vigne’s Lyceum) 1pm Pacific 
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Fellowship of Isis (FOI) Liturgy Study Circle 2021 Calendar 
Based Adepti Spiral of the FOI Spiral on the Star of Ishtar 

 
Every 2nd Sunday of the month.  2 pm Mountain / 1 pm Pacific Standard Time 

www.isisofutah.org 
Free, all welcome to attend or attune 

Degree sponsorship offered via FOI Center(s). 
  

From FOI Liturgy booklets by Olivia Robertson published on  
Fellowship of Isis Central (www.fellowshipofisiscentral.com) 

Fellowship of Isis Liturgy  
 

Please attune; blessings of Isis-Aset of 10,000 Names!  
 

1. January: Flamma Vestae. Initiation into a Fellowship of Isis Iseum  
2. February: Festival of the Hydrophoria  

3. March: The Athenaea  
4. April: Alma Mater. The Homing of Children  

5. May: Festival of Wesak  
6. June: Festival of Astarte and Adonis  

7. July: Festival of Opet  
8. August: Porta Mystica. The Soul Enters New Spheres  

9. September: The Eleusinian Mysteries  
10. October: Dulce Domum. The Soul Returns Home  
11. November: Communion with the World of Spirits  

12. December: The Tree of Life 
  

Olivia Robertson, Fellowship of Isis (FOI) Co-Founder and ArchPriestess, is the 
author of the Fellowship of Isis Liturgy. More information about the liturgy can be 

found here: Creation of the Fellowship of Isis Liturgy 
 

Liturgy Booklet Link 
 

Panthea, Initiations and Festivals of the Goddess 
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Reports 
    

 
 
Received from Christine Rhone, Iseum of Ten Thousand Names, London, 
UK, 2 January, 2021: In Covid lockdown, we met online to perform “The Knot of 
Isis: I am the Knot Where Two Worlds Meet”, written and led by Christine Rhone. 
This ritual was inspired by Incantation 55 of The Egyptian Book of the Dead, 
translated by Normandi Ellis in Awakening Osiris. We invoked the directions and 
centre based on our physical locations in London: the westernmost person called 
in West, the northernmost North, and so on, as a way of connecting real-life 
space with digital spacelessness. The altar included a throne hieroglyph (symbol 
of Isis), Glastonbury Chalice Well water, a bottle of beer (a brew invented by 
Isis), feathers (for Ma’at), and several Knots of Isis. These showed different ways 
that the Knot can look, tied tightly or loosely, on different fabrics.  
 
With a long red silk scarf, a Knot of Isis was made as a ritual act. “I am the Knot 
where two worlds meet. Red magic courses through me like the Blood of Isis, 
magic of magic, spirit of spirit…. We are bound mind to Mind, heart to Heart – no 
difference rises between the shadow of my footsteps and the will of the Divinity.” 
With the first loop, we surrendered the fears and pains of the past year 2020; 
with the second loop, we gathered in clear energy and Goddess power; with the 
third loop and completion of the Knot, we sent out hopes and intentions for the 
New Year. We closed with several hymns to Isis, written by Iseum member 
Meredith, and sent out healing. 
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Received from Christine Rhone of Iseum of Ten Thousand Names, 2 April: 
Inspired by the upcoming Spring Equinox and healing intentions, David Spofforth 
led us in “Spring: Rite of Good Health” from the FOI Liturgy. One of our 
members, Andrew Troszok, has been in hospital for weeks with Covid and other 
serious health issues, but is improving slowly. Many continue to send him daily 
waves of healing and love…. We invoked Gaia for strength; Savitri for vitality; 
Aphrodite for radiance; Isis for blessings.“True health is to be in harmony with the 
higher and the lower spheres; it is to blend with all degrees of consciousness. 
For the artist who sees beauty in a bowl of fruit on a kitchen table knows me as 
well as the scientist who penetrates the atom, and the occultist who transcends 
the earthly sphere” – so says the Oracle of Dana, the Earth Goddess, whose 
name evokes images of rolling hills and flowing water. 
Update: Andrew has been taken off the ventilator. He may be moved soon to a 
residential facility to receive physical therapy. He was on ventilation for 57 days. 
Thank you for your prayers. Please continue to pray for Andrew! 

_________________________________ 
 
 

 
 

Golden Parade of the Pharaohs 
April 3, 2021 

 
By Caroline Wise 

 
The music for the Golden Parade of the Pharoahs yesterday was exquisite. Here 
is the Hymn to Isis. “The lyrics of the musical piece were taken from the epic 
“Book of the Dead” texts, several hymns dedicated to Goddess Isis, and 
Pyramids texts, in addition, they were vocalized in the Ancient Egyptian 
language. Professors from Cairo University’s Faculty of Archaeology took the 
responsibility of training the choirs for pronouncing the Ancient Egyptian words 
and sounds perfectly.” 
 
Here are the lyrics of the Hymn to Isis during the Pharaohs’ Parade:   
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“Oh, Humans and Gods who are in the mountains 
She’s the great Lady  
Praise to you Isis who gives birth to the Light 
Praise to Isis mistress of the west and all Lands  
Praise to Isis the eye and Will of Ra  
Praise to Isis that Gives all that is good and blessed to Egypt” 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sCmP-y2_jNw 
 
Twenty-two mummies of rulers of ancient Egypt were paraded in golden vehicles 
through the streets of Cairo from the Egyptian Museum in Tahrir to the National 
Museum of Egyptian Civilization. The festivities involved a parade and several 
performances, which included singing and dancing, in Cairo and sites of ancient 
monuments, including the mortuary temple of Queen Hatshepsut and the Great 
Pyramid at Giza. 

_____________________________________ 
 

 
 
Celia Thomas of Isis of Avalon Iseum, Glastonbury, UK: A week ago, walking 
with one of my daughters near a village in the environs of Glastonbury, my vision 
fell upon this statuesque form. I instantly saw and it evoked before me a 
Prophet/Priest of ancient Ur presiding over the landscape ... a Mesopotamian 
image then accompanied words such as Nebuchadnezzar spun to mind. Today 
with new moon in Pisces I felt to share this mystical vision, only to find that my 
friend Caroline had created a post for this moon about the Mesopotamian god 
Sin's messenger, Zaqar, with an image strangely reminiscent of my vision here ... 
somehow in accord, deep, ancient and mysterious. 
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Muses Symposium 
 

 
 

Mixing Streams. February:  
Tides of Brigid: of Ox, of Metal and An End in Sight 

 
By Caroline Wise 

 
Welcome to the year of the Ox. This day last year I was with Ruth and another 
friend in a London library. We were developing an exciting project. 2 days later, 
we visited Sue for a tarot reading. The news of the pandemic was in the air, as 
the virus was, but I wasn’t bright enough to understand the impact it would have, 
why the cards said very clearly that my tours and projects would not be 
happening that year as planned. New Ways would need to be found. They were 
found, but at the time, it was quite baffling. The Chinese new year of the rat had 
just begun when the project was stated in January 2020. No disrespect to rats, 
but… 
 
The goddesses weave into all my work like foundation threads. Brigid/Bride is a 
large part of my London Walks. The Gaelic goddess Brigid, celebrated at the 
beginning of February, has become universal in the modern pagan world. She is 
to be found in the old myths Ireland especially, plus the Isle of Man and the West 
coast of Scotland, but she is there in the landscape of Wales and England too. 
As a current operating beneath the hard rock of politics, and the brutality of 
imperialism and the ruling classes, she could be quite a unifying force in these 
islands - for ordinary people. She was very much of the people of the farms and 
the ploughs, close to the earth, hard of work, and poor. She was celebrated on 
February 1st, festival of Imbolc, where great feasts and fires were had to 
welcome the first signs of the coming of spring, the greening of land, produce 
growing in the fields again, and pregnant sheep. Signs of the coming end of 
winter would be a joyous occasion indeed to those whose families and stock and 
homes had survived it.  
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My Irish friend Johnny, says that to his family, Imbolc simply meant ‘February’. 
His mother Brigid, a child 100 years ago, was chosen to make the Bride’s rush--
crosses for their village.  
 
The Christian St Bride of Ireland is generally thought to be a continuation of 
Brigid, one and the same essence under her mantle, so February 1st is also St 
Bride’s feast day in the Roman Catholic Church. Brigid/Bride’s mythic attributes 
are the fire of the Blacksmith’s forge, and the water from her wells, needed to 
quench the metal. Lady of metal workers. She is also guardian of the beasts of 
the farm, especially cattle/oxen. It seems to me quite auspicious that today, the 
Chinese New Year of the Ox, in the element of metal (and the end in sight 
perhaps, and with luck, of the ‘China Crisis’ that enveloped the world) is flowing 
along in the tides of Brigid. Perhaps a day for some metal magic. Perhaps that’s 
why I dreamt of Lemmy last night. 
  
Continuing the metal theme, Brigid has gathered around her mantle an 
association with alchemy, so perhaps something alchemical in its broadest sense 
could be your February magic. Brigid is of the hearth too, so perhaps that could 
be alchemical cooking, turning base materials into something wonderful with 
seasonal foods. She is a goddess of arts and crafts, so a good time for metal 
work in that regard, talismans maybe. Brigid is associated with poetry, so you 
could conjure some alchemy with words. She can be your muse.  
 
What else does Brigid reveal when she opens her mantle? She is a physician, a 
goddess of healing. Here was are, entering second year of pandemic, at a 
confluence of Brigid, lady of the forge and oxen, with the Chinese New Year of 
the steady and strong Ox. May he plough onwards positively and productively 
through the year, led by the goddess of healing. 
 

_________________________________________ 
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Photo by A Auset Rohn at the Temple of Mut in Karnak 
 

A Poem to Sekhmet  
by Priestess of Isis A Auset Rohn  

 
I Have Known You... 
 
Perhaps I have known you for a thousand years,  
The thousand years before Time began. 
You are my heart, my Mother,  
Sekhmet. 
 
In the darkness I heard your heart beat 
I smelled the warmth of the blood that ran through your veins like wildfire and it 
was familiar. 
You are my heart, my Mother, 
Sekhmet. 
 
Through a tunnel of light I came to you and you sang to me as you showered me 
with kisses 
Your voice nestled into the dark places of my ears and reminded my heart that I 
knew you 
You are my heart, my Mother, 
Sekhmet. 
 
You fed me, you bathed me, you taught me how to listen to my heart, the heart of 
a lioness that beat in my chest 
It sounded so much like yours and when I closed my eyes I could hear it, I could 
feel it 
It rang through my body like wildfire and it was familiar 
You are my heart, my Mother, 
Sekhmet. 
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Iadet, Goddess of Scent and Dew 
The Fragrant Bud Who Sweetens the Heart 

By Linda Iles 
 

 
 

Ptolemy VI offering libation and incense to Sobek-Ra and Iadet at Kom Ombo 
 
The little known deity Iadet is featured alongside Sobek-Re in a scene within the 
temple of Kom Ombo, where Ptolemy VI where makes an offering of libation and 
incense to them as a divine couple. (Eicke 2017: 237) Representations of Iadet 
greatly resemble the goddess Hathor, with whom she shares many 
characteristics.  Iadet is a goddess whose associations are fragrance, moisture 
and dew. 
 
“The river is as wine, 
Ptah is its tuft of reeds, 
Sekhmet is its lotus leaf, 
Iadet is its lotus bud, 
Nerfertum is its lotus.” 
 
- Papyrus Harris 500, love song no. 5 
 

Her Name in Hieroglyphs 
 

	  
Iadet 

Gardiners Sign List: D46a; M17; X1 
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The beautiful and rich imagery contained within this poem of the New Kingdom 
defines a perfect moment, when all is well and wonderful in the world, with 
everything harmonious and in balance. Here, the goddess Iadet joins the divine 
triad of Memphis:  Ptah, Sekhmet and Nefertem. The poem is a love song, 
provocative in its sweetness. On the surface it suggests the ecstasy of lovers. 
However, the reference within the text to Sekhmet and wine, infers intoxication, if 
taken as a metaphor, it implies the ecstasy of divine drunkenness experienced 
during annual celebrations during the season of the inundation, which include 
life, death and rebirth. (Elias 2014: 109-115) 
 

At Kom Ombo 
 
The ancient Egyptian temple at Kom Ombo Temple is unusual; it is a double 
temple, one side is dedicated to the god Haroesis (Horus) and the other side to 
Sobek, or more specifically, to Sobek-Re. The design of the scenes and layout of 
the building is almost perfectly symmetrical, with two side-by-side sanctuaries 
and two parallel passageways leading through the outer parts of the temple.  
 
The right side is dedicated to the crocodile god Sobek fused with the solar god 
Re, as Sobek-Re. His consort is a form of Hathor, who is sometimes referred to 
within inscriptions at the site as the goddess Iadet. Their son is Khonsu-Hor.  
 
After passing through the hypostyle halls, there are three vestibules, one directly 
after the other, all of them are rectangular and roofless. Here are scenes dating 
to and featuring Ptolemy VI. The first vestibule contains reliefs on the left back 
wall depicting the goddess Seshat taking measurements for the foundation of the 
temple. Offerings and libations to Sobek-Re and his consort are shown on the 
right back wall.  
 
An inscription at Kom Ombo reads: 
 
Transliteration of hieroglyphs: English translation: 
 
Snty-m-Nbyt    The two sisters in Kom Ombo   
SSit-m-Bhdt     Seschat in Edfu 
Scnht-tiwy-tmw-m-idt.s That keeps the entirety of the two countries 

alive with their fragrance 
Sbdt-tiwy    That illuminates the two countries 
 

(Leitz 2003: 286) 
 

Iadet and the Ancient Egyptian Calendar 
 
Iadet is a protective deity found in connection with the goddess of the third month 
of “smw” at Kom Ombo. Month III. Known as “Smw” or “Smw” or Shemu is the 
Season of Harvest, the third month of this season is Epiphi also known as Epip. 
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Originally simply Ityt or Itwt, here written as “idt” (Iadet). She was associated with 
the goddess Hathor. (Mendel 2005: 19 n. 38) 
 
Among the so-called thoeris-shaped goddesses, i.e. upright hippo-like creatures 
with claws and a crocodile on the back, some can be identified as monthly 
goddesses. According to the inscriptions, they are not named Thoeris, Ipet or 
Reret and are identified individually in their own right by specific names. Some of 
these goddesses belong to the group of monthly goddesses, and also represent 
the five days “out of time” the epagomenenal days. These monthly goddesses 
can be recognized by their iconography, a high feather crown; in rare cases they 
also appear in fully human  female form. For the goddesses of the 
epagomenenal days or the accompanying goddesses of protection, the animal 
representation can vary, from lion, crocodile and woman-headed thoeris-shaped 
(hippopotamus) figures.  
 
From the 22nd dynasty onwards, the monthly goddesses can be combined with a 
group of 36 (or 48 including 12 inserted) decan deities. Both these decans and 
the monthly and daily deities are based on an idealized calendar, the beginning 
of which is defined by the heliacal rise of Sothis, so important to the rites within 
the sanctuary of the temples.  
 
The twelve months of the calendar are each represented by a goddess, plus the 
five days of the epagomenal period. Ideally, all monthly and daily goddesses can 
be accompanied by other thoeris-shaped (hippotamus) protective goddesses. 
They can also be accompanied by deities from the twelve months of the civil 
calendar and from the series of the decans mentioned above they can be 
accompanied by twelve additional gods in child form.  
 
As with these decan gods, semiprecious stones and metals from which the 
statuettes should be made are also mentioned for the monthly goddesses. Such 
materials can still be found in the field of astrology, where they are assigned to 
the individual signs of the zodiac. Like all hippo goddesses, these monthly 
goddesses are protective deities for the period of pregnancy and childbirth as 
well as for the young child. (Mendel 2005: 19 n. 38) 
 

At Aswan: Qubbet el Hawa 
 
Opposite Aswan, on the western bank of the Nile, is a site known as Qubbet el 
Hawa. It is a site that houses many tombs of officials dating back to the Old 
Kingdom. The tomb of Pepynakht (King Pepy is Strong) is situated there. He is 
popularly known by a nickname that he earned, Heqaib (He Who Controls His 
Heart) after the successful completion of expeditions outside of Egypt on behalf 
of the king. He served under Pepi II towards the end of the sixth dynasty in the 
Old Kingdom.  Heqaib was the deified official whose cult chapel stood on 
Elephantine Island.  On the east wall, just north of the door is an inscription, 
which reads:  “Idt, she who does what her lord praises …” (Vischak 2015: 266) 
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Healing Water 
 

In ancient Egyptian medicine a term used for water utilized in healing was called 
“iadet”. The water was generally used as a vehicle in which to add ingredients for 
remedies and potions. (Nunn 2002: 146, 159) 

 
As a Personal Name 

 
Who wouldn’t want to be sweet and lovely like Iadet? The ancient Egyptians 
used her name as a personal feminine name. Pictured below is a statue, below 
of Iadet and Rouyou.  
 

 
 

Double female statue of the housewife Iadet and the lady Rouyou. Polychrome 
limestone, eighteenth dynasty.  

 
The best place to start when researching any deity is the spelling of their name in 
hieroglyphics. Although even some notable scholarly sources have described 
Iadet as a goddess of pestilence, entrapment and epidemics, she is in fact none 
of these things, at least not according to the hieroglyphic spelling of her name. 
Iadet was paired with Sobek for example at Kom Ombo to calm and appease his 
dangerous aspects. Plays on words that sound the same are found in ancient 
Egyptian texts, the ancient Egyptians were very fond of puns. These can confuse 
the issue of identification and attributes of lesser-known deities like Iadet, unless 
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hieroglyphic sources are consulted. I recommend first and foremost Faulkner’s “A 
Concise Dictionary of Middle Egyptian.”  
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Hymn to Ariadne 
by Fortunata Kore Koraklión 

 
Honey to the Lady of the Labyrinth!  

Queen of the Underworld and Mysteries Mistress,  
Thou who presides over all entrances, all changes  
Adorned with Poppies and Snakes dripping with life  

Fertile Mother of Barley, Nurturer and Maiden  
Bring us children to fruitful rebirth  

In the Eternal Spiral of the Womb of Creation.  
Moon shining in the deepest darkness  
Emerge Hagne, pure and holy Shine  

Aridela, distant mutable star  
You who with the Crown proudly illuminate the Darkness  

Ariadne, Light and Darkness, life death and rebirth  
Accompany me along the meanders of my Labyrinth  

And preserve my rebirth to life bright and full 
 

Miele alla Signora del Labirinto! 
Regina degli Inferi e dei Misteri Padrona, 

Tu che presidi a tutti gli ingressi, tutti i mutamenti 
Ornata di Papaveri e Serpenti grondanti vita 

Fertilissima Madre di Orzo, Nutrice e Fanciulla 
Porta noi figli alla Fruttuosa Rinascita 

Nella Spirale Eterna del Ventre del Creato. 
Luna fulgida nell'oscurità più profonda 

Emergi Hagne, pura e Santa 
Splendi Aridela, stella mutevole lontana 

Tu che con la Corona fieramente illumini le Tenebre 
Ariadne, Luce e Buio, vita morte e rinascita 

Accompagnarmi lungo i meandri del mio Labirinto 
E preserva la mia rinascita alla vita luminosa e piena 

 
_______________________________ 
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Which Aspect of Isis Speaks to Me 
Isis as My Friend 

 
By Amun Nefer Ta 

 
When my highest priestess asks me to write about an aspect of Isis, I 
automatically knew it would be my hardest task before my ordination. Way? 
Simply, because I have no words to describe my feelings and my relationship to 
the Goddess. And it was very hard to choose one aspect of Isis like my favorite 
one or which mostly speaks to me.I sat with this article for a few days. It was not 
easy to write about Aset and especially to find the correct words.Which aspect of 
Isis speaks to me? 
 
A Throne that is her name, she is the Throne and Ruler, Queen, Mother, Worker 
of magic, Lady of the magic words, Healer, she is Sister, Loyal wife, Light, 
Teacher, Lady of life, that’s all and much more she means to me, but most of all, 
She is my Friend! 
 
Yes, I was looking for one word which will describe Goddess and finally I found 
it!  She is my best friend; she is all day and night with me. She is the one who 
understands me and helping me. With her, I share my pain and happiness, all my 
secrets. With her, I share my worries and goals. With who I laughing. And when I 
need help, she is here and always helping. She always listens and answers. I 
remember that day when I opened my heart to Isis and that day I open my heart 
to magic. Since this day everything makes sense! 
 
Isis for me is not a formal Goddess when you want to talk to her, you are 
standing in front of your altar – NO!!! I wear her in my heart and everything I am 
doing, I do with her. She is alive in me. I prepared a place in my heart for her and 
now she lives with me. 
 
Isis is an energy that I live with and love with, on my daily basis. She is my best 
friend my love my confidence. 
 
I decided to dedicate my life to her because I am never alone with her and I 
belong to her. 
 
Goddess Isis is my True Best Friend. And much more. 

____________________________________ 
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The Secret of the Bards of the Isle of Britain 
 

By Jonno Meindert 
 
In Iolo Morganwg’s Barddas, one of the foundational texts of the Druid Revival of 
the eighteenth and nineteenth century, we are introduced to what is called the 
Secret of the Bards of the Isle of Britain. This secret lies in the letters O I V, these 
being representative for the name of God. 
 
There have been many interpretations as to what these letters mean. One of 
them is that they are jumbled, and ought to be arranged IOV, to refer to Iovis, or 
Jupiter, who is then identified with Hu Gadarn. An argument brought up in favour 
of this is a Gallic discus found in France in 1843, dated to the first century, having 
the seven days of the week coupled to the seven planets. Each day on the disc is 
represented by three letters – lun(ae), mar(tis), mer(curi), iov(is), ven(eris), 
sat(urnus), sol(is). (Des Origines Paôennes De La Franc-Maáonnerie. Tome I. 
Des Origines Druidiques, Celui Du Pays De L'Ours) 
 
Another beautiful example is found within Archdruid Emeritus John Michael 
Greer’s The Celtic Golden Dawn, where the letters OIV are presented as a guise 
to hide the sacred word AWEN. 
 
I offer yet another theory, one which ties in a new body of lore and practice within 
Revival Druidry, namely that they refer to the Hebrew Sepher Yetzirah, the 
Hebrew Book of Creation, and the Kabbalah that stems from it. 

 
 

THE BARDIC SECRET 
 

“O I W are the three letters, and in very old books O I U, because U was used 
instead of W, in the olden times. It is the secret word of the primitive Bards, which 
it is not lawful to speak or utter audibly to any man in the world, except to a Bard 
who is under the vow of an oath. The letters may be shown to any one in the 
world we like, without uttering the vocalization, which, under the protection of 
secrecy, is due to them, though he be not under an oath (…)” 
“(…)After the coining of Taliesin eighteen letters were used; and it was according 
to the art of the system of eighteen that O I U was appointed for the Name of 
God. Before that arrangement it was O I O according to the sixteen.” - Barddas 
 
Mentioned in Barddas are several variant names of God - OIO, OIU, OIV and 
OIW. I have come to believe that these names for God all refer to three Hebrew 
letters, namely the letters Ayin (O), Yod (I) and Vav (V). Supporting this idea is 
the fact that the letter Vav can represent both W or V, as well as U and O, hence 
covering all the variant names with these three Hebrew letters. 
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Aryeh Kaplan, a Torah scholar, wrote a book about the Sefer Yetzirah. In his 
book he calls it “The oldest and most mysterious of all Kabbalistic texts”. Aryeh 
Kaplan approaches the Sefer Yetzirah as a meditative and magical text, and 
cites many Talmudic traditions that mention the Sefer Yetzirah being used for 
magical purposes. Not only does the book describe the process of Creation, it 
also imparts mystical powers to those who study it. The mysteries within the 
Sepher Yetzirah are attributed to Abraham, which places the system in the 18th 
century before the common era. If so, this makes the text early and foundational 
enough to equal the Vedic scriptures. Aryeh Kaplan writes that the Sefer Yetzirah 
was a strictly oral tradition for many centuries, not written down until the time of 
the Second Temple and the Great Assembly, in the 5th century BCE. 

 
FIGURE 5, From Aryeh Kaplan's Sefer Yetzirah, Weiser Books, 1997, pg 30. 

 
The version of the tree of life above is called the “Natural Array”, or sometimes 
the GRA tree. GRA refers to a Kabbalist known as the Vilna Gaon, or Elijah of 
Vilna, abbreviated GRA ("HaGaon Rabbenu Eliyahu", meaning "The sage, our 
teacher, Elijah"). It is a special version of the Tree in that, unlike the commonly 
used Hebrew and Hermetic versions, this one directly corresponds to the text of 
the Sefer Yetzirah. 
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The ten Spheres are called Sephiroth, Divine Emanations that ultimately result in 
Creation. Hence they are numbered 1 to 10. Their precise nature and 
interpretation varies between the various schools of Kabbalah. 
Three attributions of Hebrew letters to paths between the Sephirah are of interest 
to us. These are from Yesod to Hod (9 to 8) – The letter Ayin (O), from Tiferet to 
Gevurah (4 to 6) – The letter Yod (I), and from Keter to Binah (1 to 3) – The letter 
Vav (V), giving us OIV on the Tree of Life. 
 
There are two more connections we could make between Barddas and the Tree 
of life. The first is that there are ten Primary Letters attributed to Einigan the 
Giant in Barddas’ Creation Myth – just as there are ten Sephiroth on the Tree of 
Life. It is said that the “original symbols” representing the ten Primary Letters 
were changed once the Coelbren (the Bardic Alphabet) was adapted for common 
use as an alphabet, and turned into sixteen letters. The original Ten Letters as 
known by Einigan were kept a Bardic secret. These “Original Letters” that Iolo 
had in mind may well have been the Ten Sephiroth. 
Secondly, the Three Rays of Light of the Bardic tradition might correspond to the 
Three Pillars of the Tree of Life. The Three Rays of Light are often tied to 
Creation within Barddas. For example:  

“When God pronounced His name, with the word sprang the light and the life; for 
previously there was no life except God Himself. And the mode in which it was 
spoken was of God's direction. His name was pronounced, and with the 
utterance was the springing of light and vitality, and man, and every other living 
thing; that is to say, each and all sprang together. And Menw the Aged, son of 
Menwyd, beheld the springing of the light, and its form and  
 

appearance, not otherwise than thus, , in three columns; and in the rays of 
light the vocalization--for one were the hearing and seeing, one unitedly the form 
and sound; and one unitedly with the form and sound was life, and one unitedly 
with these three was power, which power was God the Father. And since each of 
these was one unitedly, he understood that every voice, and hearing, and living, 
and being, and sight, and seeing, were one unitedly with God; nor is the least 
thing other than God. And by seeing the form, and in it hearing the voice--not 
otherwise--he knew what form and appearance voice should have. And having 
obtained earth under him coinstantaneously with the light, he drew the form of 
the voice and light on the earth. (…)” 

 
 
The Hermeticist and Kabbalist Rawn Clark wrote a workbook about the GRA 
tree, Permutations of the Tree: The 182 Gates of the Gra Tree of Life. In this 
book, these Paths from the Middle Pillar towards the Left Pillar are referred to as 
the Earth Paths, due to the Astrological Earth signs being ascribed to them.  
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These Earth Paths are said to be “informing emanations from the seat of 
awareness to the Pillar of Form”. As such, the aspect of the Tree that is 
seemingly being emphasized in the name OIV is the creative decent into 
manifestation, limitation, and thus form. 
 
The three horizontal paths on the Tree of Life are traditionally seen as the points 
where one realm crosses over into another. This gives us the four realms, or in 
Revival Druid terms, the Circles of Abred, Annwn, Gwynfydd, and Ceugant. 

 
The Three Circles of Manifestation 

 
Looking at the placement of the three Earth paths, or Letters, each is placed in a 
different realm, or circle. As such, in their forms of O I and V, they Three Rays 
represent the Three Realms of Ceugant, Gwynfyd and Abred (or alternatively, 
Gwynfyd, Abred, and Annwn), the realms of body, soul and spirit. Yet the Three 
Rays also represent the Three Pillars of the Tree of Life, and as such the entirety 
of Creation. This matches the Three Rays representing the manifestation of 
Divinity itself, as seen by Einigan. Additionally, the Three Rays also commonly 
symbolize Awen as Divine inspiration, as seen in the story of Menw who found 
the Three Rods containing all knowledge growing from Einigan’s skull: 
 
“And at the end of a year and a day, after the decease of Einigan, Menw, son of 
the Three Shouts, beheld three rods growing out of the mouth of Einigan, which 
exhibited the sciences of the Ten Letters, (…) He then took the rods, and taught 
from them the sciences--all, except the Name of God, which he made a secret, 
lest the Name should be falsely discerned; and hence arose the Secret of the 
Bardism of the Bards of the Isle of Britain. And God imparted His protection to 
this secret, and gave Menw a very discreet understanding of sciences under this 
His protection, which understanding is called Awen from God; and blessed for 
ever is he who shall obtain it.” 
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As such, it seems to me that the Three Rays, or the Awen Symbol, /|\ ,  represent 
various trinities all at once - or perhaps the abstract concept of a trinity itself. 
 
An additional meaning for the Awen symbol can be found in The Druid Network 
article “A Short History of the Awen”, in which Angela Grant states that “the 
historian Nennius, on being challenged by an English scholar that the Welsh had 
no alphabet of their own, produced for his challenger an alphabet that bears a 
considerable resemblance to Coelbren, though more complex. It also contains an 
awen symbol (joined at the top) as one of its letters. This does not represent an 
individual letter but the Latin word ‘ego’ is ascribed to it: ‘I am that I am …’. “ 
On the GRA tree, the Awen symbol would also represent Keter, the first 
Sephiroth. This is the most primal and foundational emanation from Divinity: it is 
“to be” itself. 
 
As such, I propose that Barddas’ Secret of the Bards of the Isle of Britain might 
well be the Sefer Yetzirah and its kabbalah. 
 
As a more poetic addendum - Indulging in a bit of rather fanciful, mythological 
history, we could even tie the Sepher Yetzirah to the Ancient Celtic Druids: Like 
that of the Druids of old, this was initially an oral tradition, kept secret and 
associated with great magical powers. If dated back to the 18th century BCE, 
there was ample time for this knowledge to spread across the world. It could well 
be that this knowledge was initially Egyptian in origin (Franz Bardon states so his 
book The Key to the True Quabbalah). Phoenician coins dating back to the third 
century BCE have been found in Britain, so we know there was contact between 
these regions in Ancient Celtic times. Finally, the legendary Druid city of Dinas 
Emrys near Snowdon, of Vortigern and Merlin fame, was originally named Dinas 
Ffaraon Dande, or Fortress of the Fiery Pharaoh, according to the 12th or 13th 
century Welsh tale Ludd and Llefelys.  
 
After the fall of the Druids, this Kabbalistic knowledge may have been preserved 
in the Bardic Schools, right up to their closure in the 17th and 18th centuries - Its 
use may explain the wonderous powers attributed to many of the legendary 
Bards and Fili of later ages, such as Nede and Taliesin. The Kabbalah could be 
the “Secret Language of the Poets” mentioned in medieval Irish texts concerning 
the curriculum of the Irish Fili, or Bards (see for example Eugene O’Curry’s 
“Manners and Customs of the Ancient Irish”). It then becomes a simple matter for 
Iolo to find his way to this lore, either in old Welsh Bardic manuscripts, or even 
through conversation with a surviving, wandering Bard. 
 
It is my hope this may add some extra magic the next time you don your Druidic 
Egyptian nemyss.  
 
For those who want to work practically with the GRA tree, I wholeheartedly 
recommend Rawn Clark’s books Permutations of the Tree: The 182 Gates of the 
Gra Tree of Life, and Love Letter to A Dying World : A handbook for Humanity. 
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The Lady of the Flame 
 

By Jan Malique 
(Divine Meow Lyceum) 

 
I am the heat of the desert wind, 
The Wanderer in the Wastes stalking my prey, 
For I am the Destroyer of Rebellions, and  
Sovereign of Ra, her father. 
Hear my roar, and be on guard, 
Hear my roar and return to Ma’at. 
 
Come to me and embrace all that ever was, 
Is and shall be. 
Take my hand and rise above the illusions of Life, 
For I shall tear down the masks that hide, 
And tear out the false heart that seduces. 
Mercy shall not be given until I see your true 
Face, 
For I am Sekhmet, who reduceth to Silence, 
I am the aware, seer of secrets, 
Hear my roar and be on guard, 
Hear my roar and embrace me as the  
Opener of the Ways. 
 
Yield to me and taste of the Waters of Life. 
Feel my breath on your face, and enter the 
Embrace that burns, 
The way into illumination shatters. 
Surrender willingly lest you become lost. 
 
Rise! 
Rise! 
Rise! Flesh of my flesh, blood of my blood. 
Hear my roar and be on guard, 
Hear my roar and return to Ma’at. 
 

________________________________ 
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A Moonlit Night  
Dietlinde Brueckner 

Prs.H., Goddess of the Sacred Grove Iseum/Lyceum  
 

A moonlit night -  
Her cool silvery light,  

Her eternal flow,  
I know.  

I know of many a land so far away,  
places only to be reached on a moonbeam's ray.  
I know of waters that reach the depth of my soul,  

I have seen it in my scrying bowl.  
I know quite well of my burning desire  

that fuels my internal fire.  
I know of the wings that take my spirit to flight  

in this magnificent magickal night.  
This is my dream  

to be carried on a moonlight's beam.  
It allows me to freely roam  

and then bring me back home.  
Darkness,  

the softness and warmth of Her velvety cloak -  
I have found insight and sidom when I awoke.  

Moon Grove  
Hawthorn, Holly, Thuja and Oak  

enfold us in your living cloak.  
Willow, Cherry, Sycamore  
tell us of your ancient lore.  

Apple, Hazel, also Yew  
share your wisdom as few do.  

Elder, Tamarisk and Pine  
guide us with your wisdom divine.  
We ask of Thee, - of every tree:  

Protect and bless our Coven in the Moon Grove,  
a place for ritual and oath.  

Guide us with your sidom of old  
of which our ancestors were already told.  

Trees of this Grove,  
Hawthorn, Holly, Thuja, Oak  
Willow, Cherry, Sycamore  
Elder, Tamarisk and Pine  
Apple, Hazel, also Yew  

Each single one - we honor you. 
 

________________________________ 
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Goddess World 
 

The Goddess Ostara 
Also Known as Eostare / Eostara 

 
By Hamsa Devi and Linda Iles 

 
From Hamsa: Olivia once asked me about the name of our local goddess. I said 
that the only name ever mentioned, beside Mother Hulda is Ostara. And Olivia 
was delighted and said: "Yes. Sure. She is Tara of the Osning." Osning is the old 
name for that part of Teutoburger Forest where we live. 
 
From Linda: According to Venerable Bede, a monk from the monastery of Saint 
Peter in Northumbria, the Anglo-Saxons referred to April as Oster-monath or 
Eostre-monath, a reference to the goddess Ostara/Eostre, whose feast was 
celebrated during the month. This is also attested in the “Vita Karoli Magni” a 
biography of Charlemagne written by the Frankish scholar Eginhard. FOI co-
founder Lawrence Durdin-Robertson included the goddess Eostre in his book 
“Juno Covella.” 
 
FOI Germany:  https://www.fellowshipofisis.eu/ 
FOI Central: https://www.fellowshipofisiscentral.org  
 

_____________________________________ 
 

 
 
From Caroline Wise: Pictured here is a sacred lady for Spring. She is The Lady 
of Galera, an alabaster carving, possibly depicting the Phoenician goddess 
Ashtart. She is Phoenician made, shows Egyptain influence in dress and hair, the 
statue itself is stylistically Mesopotamian. She is flanked by woman-headed 
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sphinxes. Ritual libations were poured into the head and streamed out of her 
breasts into the ritual vessel in her hands. She was found in Galera, ancient 
Tutugi, in Granada province. Nearby, in Cerro del Real, is an Iberian necropolis, 
where the tombs, entered by long corridors under mounds, contain Phoenician, 
Greek and Iberian goods. 700 B.C.E - 601 B.C.E 
 

__________________________________ 
 

Animal Family of Isis 
 

The Animagus: A New System of Degrees in  
The Fellowship of Isis 

April 1, 2021 
 

Animal Family of Isis 
 

Degree System/Course of Study 
 
 
1st Degree Animaga/Animagus - suggested coursework based on breathing 
exercises, particularly during naptime.  
 
2nd Degree Animaga/Animagus - suggested course based on dreams received 
during naptime. 
 
3rd Degree Animaga/Animagus - suggested coursework based on body 
movements and exercises, particularly stretches, twitches and rolls during 
naptime.  
 
4th Degree Animaga/Animagus - suggested coursework based on messages 
from the Otherworld that may come through in the form of sighs, mews, growls or 
yelps during naptime. 
 
Upon receiving the fourth degree, the Candidate may apply for the title of 
Hiero*** - examples: “HieroKitty”, "HieroTabby", "HieroFelinis" or "HieroCat". 
 
For other types of animals “HieroHound”, "HieroRat" or “HieroBudgie”, etc. may 
be conferred. Coursework developed according to habits of the species. 
 
Because of the new degree system, the Animal Family of Isis is now an official 
branch of the College of Isis. 
 
(Editors’ Note: We are being absolutely “Sirius” … or are we? This degree 
system is dedicated to Isis Hilaria.) 
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News from Members and Centers 
 
Iseums: Hearths of the Goddess 
 
From Andrew Troszok of Iseum of She of Ten Thousand Names, London: “A 
path wondering between rose bushes turning from heart blood red to obsidian as 
dusk falls then to glowing ethereal white, sounds of life fading as the sun falls into 
night and the path goes forward soon filing with moving figures human, animal 
and otherwise led on towards a hill top and a blazing bone fire within a circle of 
stone etched with the runes carved by wind and rain over millennia. Where in the 
flickering firelight the figures dance to the elemental powers of life, love and 
death swirling in a whirlwind of blurring and merging up into the beckoning stars 
and deep into the restful earth and still the path goes onward to deep mysterious 
forests filled with lost desires and longing and onward to lost oceans and onward 
to a path between rose bushes covered by their scent rich and deep to rest a 
wearying soul.” 
 
This beautiful oracle of the Goddess is featured here in honor of Andrew of whom 
Christine Rhone of Iseum of She of Ten Thousand Names writes: Andrew has 
been a faithful member for many years, will be sending him healing energy at 
7pm UK time every day. He is in hospital with Covid, complicated by several 
other health conditions. All are welcome and encouraged to join us. (19:00 UTC 
= 14:00 ET = 11:00 PT) And in the spirit of true fellowship, FOI members around 
the world have been taking part.  
 
Update: Fellowship of Isis members have joined in daily prayer for Andrew, and 
he continues to make good progress. 
 
Amy Auset Rohn of Iseum of the Divine Isis Within, Indianapolis, Indiana, 
USA: My Priestess of Isis program guides you into ordination as a Priestess of 
Isis in the Freshman Studies. The Sophomore Studies guides you as a Priestess 
of Sekhmet. Freshman Studies in the Iseum take 9 months to a year and while 
it's a solitary practice to some degree, there's a global community of women in 
the program and we meet monthly as a group to do ritual and learn and share as 
well as having 1-1 meetings with me each month to support your studies in the 
Egyptian Mysteries. 
 
This program is for those who wish to study and be of service as a Priestess.  
If you don't know yet and are looking for ways to connect and want to learn more 
about the temples, neteru and ancient texts with no homework just goodies to 
support your spiritual journey, check out my Patreon. Get exclusive weekly 
content in each tier on how to work with the wisdom and teachings of Ancient 
Egypt. 
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Find out more at the Learn and Grow link on my website 
www.thegoddessinside.com ... as well as all things Egypt and the Egyptian 
Mysteries! 
 
Also received from Amy Auset Rohn: Ordination of Priestess:  It’s wonderful 
how the Goddess works and the Iseum has been blessed by a sweet community 
of initiates from around the world and we have another Ordination to celebrate! 
 
Adriana V., from Slovakia/living in Ireland, has done so much work with Isis 
throughout the program and has been ordained, being given the name “Amun 
Nefer-Ta” in a meditation with Isis.  She has been devoted to Isis and her work in 
community circles with young girls in her Pink Tent gatherings as well as 
embodying Isis the Great Mother with her children.  A powerful healer she has 
created her own herbs and scents for her ritual work and it is with great honor to 
welcome her as an ordained Priestess of Isis. 
 
Ritual workings:  The Iseum holds regular online gatherings in which to share 
and participate in ritual together.  In November 2020 we performed the ritual of 
Raising the Djed Pillar of Osiris and many felt the transformative power of this 
ancient ritual, feeling lifted up and “renewed, standing tall and strong”.  We’re 
preparing a series of rituals with the Litany of Ra as well as the powerful ritual to 
Overthrow Apep to clear our hearts and minds of the negativity that can tend to 
lurk in the shadows (in the form of Apep).  Each initiate chooses a role and we 
work the ritual together in our own sacred temple space while the magic of Egypt 
transcends space and time to create a beautiful container for these workings.   
 
Learn and grow monthly:  Priestess of Isis A. Auset Rohn has developed a 
way to connect, learn and grow with the neteru of Ancient Egypt in practical and 
magical ways as well as an online Ancient Egyptian Book Club, so to speak, 
through her new offerings in The Goddess Inside: Egyptian Mystery School on 
Patreon.  Each week receive insightful information on the neteru, audio lessons, 
visual supplements, and downloadable PDF’s of ancient texts and more.  She’s 
teamed up with Mystic High Priestess Dee Kennedy to provide a monthly 
meditation with the neteru through harp music composed of the numerology of 
the neteru’s name and Dee’s guide through the meditation.  No homework unless 
you want to explore … just a way to learn, connect, and expand your spiritual 
practice and understanding of Ancient Egypt and all the magic she has to 
offer!  Get started at www.patreon.com/TGIEgyptianMysterySchool 
 
Rosie Weaver of Iseum of the Solar Goddess, Hastings, East Sussex, UK: The 
Iseum of The Solar Goddess promotes the love of Our Sacred Mother of 10'000 
names. An emphasis upon crafts and healing is also shared. Working with the 
Fellowship of Isis liturgy we honour our Lady of Creation.  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/IseumOfTheSolarGoddess 
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Lyceums: College of Isis 
 
Karin Rainbird, Priestess Hierophant of the Lyceum of Isis and Arianrhod, 
South Wales, UK: On 20th February 2021 Ms. Jo Sara Dicks was consecrated 
as an Adept within the Fellowship of Isis.  Jo was consecrated by me following a 
comprehensive Adepti training course and taking part in several rites from the 
liturgy. Jo is an artist and dedicates her self healing journey and art to the 
Goddess, her main dedication is to Elen. 
 
 

 
 
 
Débora Barcelos of	  Lyceum Sistrum Feline - Brasília, Brazil: Greetings Aset 
Shemsu! I am pleased to report that on the Winter Solstice, Marana Martins and 
Rebecca Maciel performed the Rite of Ordination by attunement, according to 
the FOI liturgy. Rev. Marana has become ordained in this Lyceum as a Priestess 
of Athena and Hermes, Persephone and Hades, Hera and Zeus and Rev. 
Rebecca Maciel as a Priestess of Isis and Osiris, Artemis and Apollo, Sekhmet 
and Ptah. I am proud to report that Rev. Rebecca Maciel founded a new Iseum, 
called Iseum of Isis Astéri (αστέρι), located in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
Welcome to this new journey as Priestesses of the Fellowship of Isis! 
May Bast, Lady of this Lyceum, bring many blessings on the Isian priesthood 
journey, shaking Her Sistrum on your paths, so that they are full of joy and 
achievements! 
 
Received from Michael Starsheen and Kiel Milner of New Karnak Center, 
Dunsmuir, California: Full Moon & Imbolc Runagaldr Celebration: On Thursday, 
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28 January 2021, New Karnak Center presented a Runagaldr ritual in 
conjunction with the Redwood Grove of the Tuatha de Dannan live on 
Facebook. A number of Fellowship of Isis members attended from around the 
US, and a good time was had by all. The Runagaldr ritual consisted of calling in a 
runic circle, setting the Thor’s hammers for protection via the hammer rite, 
bloating (pouring a libation of wine) the Norse gods, followed by creating of a 
galdrstave (a particular kind of bind rune used in spell crafting). We closed by 
dismissing the circle and then had a short time for questions and visitation with 
the participants. 
 
Maria Tempio Iside of Lyceum Campense, Rome: With immense joy we 
announce the foundation of the Iseum Rosa Mystica in Vicenza (Italy), dedicated 
to Isis, Mary Magdalene and Mary. The Iseum, founded by our student Rhodope, 
has been officially registered and will become a study center for all those who 
wish to follow the path of the Mother. All our Blessings to Rhodope for her 
journey 
 
Tina Georgitsis (Setjataset) of Lyceum of Heka, Melbourne, Australia: In my 
regular column on crystals, in the latest issue of Mystic Tribe Magazine, I have 
written an Ancient Egyptian themed article called "Heka (Ancient Egypt Magick)" 
which describes what Heka is along with a simple piece of Heka for you to try 
utilising a crystal wand. For your FREE copy follow this link:  
https://setjataset.wordpress.com/2021/02/15/mystic-tribe-magazine-february-
2021-issue-39/ 
 
Linda Iles of Isis, Lotus of Alexandria Lyceum, San Diego, California, USA: 
The lyceum performed “Spring. Rite of Good Health” from “Dea, Rites and 
Mysteries of the Goddess.” Members made amulets for specific purposes to both 
protect and heal. During the ritual, I also had seeds and water on the altar, which 
were used afterward. The seeds were scattered seeds with a blessing for the 
earth and the water used to bless the waters of the world with prayers to heal the 
earth and keep the waters pure. 
 
Michael Starsheen of Isis of the Stars Lyceum, Dunsmuir, CA, USA: Zachary 
Crain has joined the temple to train for ordination as a priest. He has a strong 
connection with Bast, but is also learning about other goddesses. He has 
performed the Dedication of a Shrine to Isis from Maya, and the Morning and 
Evening rites from Dea. He enacted the Spring Rite of Good Health for Spring 
Equinox. 
 
Maria Tempio Iside of Lyceum Campense, Rome: With great joy we announce 
that, during the Spring Equinox, and at the end of the first phase of our training 
course, the Iseum Iside Stella Maris was founded by Sabrina, in the province of 
Florence. We now welcome this new Home of the Goddess into the large family 
of the Fellowship of Isis. All our Brightest Blessings to Sabrina! 
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Also received from Maria: With great joy we announce the foundation of the 
Iseum The Crown and the Wings of Isis in Sesto Fiorentino (Florence) founded 
by Lucia. This is the first Iseum born in the wonderful land of Tuscany. All our 
Blessings to Lucia for Her devotional journey in the Womb of the Goddess. 
 
 
Solar Iseums of Alchemy: FOI Priest/esshood 
 
Sarah Rooke of Lyceum of Isis and Sekhmet of the Stars, Portsmouth, Hants, 
UK: I am still continuing to do attunements on the full moons and now the new 
moons. The Lyceum has started to work through Nuit of the Milky Way on the 
new moons, and we are carrying on working through Brighid of the Rainbow 
Planets. This will be my 14th degree in the Spiral of Alchemy. 
 
Sarah Rooke: The lyceum performed a rite from Brighid of the Rainbow Planets, 
from the Spiral of Alchemy on the Full Moon in January. It was the Realm of 
Uranus. I entered trance during the rite and received a vision. I changed into 
many forms, finally being swallowed as a seed by a hen. The spider represented 
death – in the form of Arachne. The many forms represented reincarnation. The 
coming out of an egg as a chick was rebirth. Rebirth is regarded as the initiation 
into the mysteries of the Goddess – such as Cerridwen and Taliesen, Isis and 
Osiris. There is a link here to magic and alchemy, being regarded as a science 
by the ancients seeking the philosopher’s stone. Here we have transformation 
through the planet Uranus, the goddess is testing us to achieve what we 
seek.  Urania is afterall, the muse of magic and science. With these realisations, I 
came back to my own time and place, and gave thanks to the goddess and sent 
blessings out to all. This will be my 15th degree in the Spiral of Alchemy.  
 
In February, the Lyceum of Isis and Sekhmet of the Stars performed two 
attunements – one on the new moon to the Realm of Taurus from Nuit and the 
other to the Realm of Neptune from Brighid on the full moon – these will be my 
16th and 17th degrees in the Spiral of Alchemy respectively. 
 
From Sarah Rooke: In March, the Lyceum of Isis and Sekhmet of the Stars has 
performed two attunements, to the Realm of Gemini:  The Mysterious Bride from 
Nuit of the Milky Way for the new moon, and from Realm of Earth:  Inheritors of 
the Earth, from Brighid of the Rainbow Planets for the full moon.  These will be 
my 18th and 19th degrees in the Spiral of Alchemy.  
 
Michael Starsheen of Isis of the Stars Lyceum, Dunsmuir, CA, USA: Matthew 
Bearden has started training as a Solar Alchemist. He is working with my study 
guide for the “Jade Pylon of Earth” from “Isis of Alchemy.” He has not set a date 
at present for enacting the rite.  
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Received from Ivana Modesto of Pharmakou Potnia Lyceum/Iseum, Palermo, 
Italy: It is with immense joy that I announce today, at 11:00 a.m celebrated the 
rite of consecration to the Solar Alchemist for the Rev. Atenodoro, who took the 
sacred name of Pandemo.The new Alchemist makes us proud, as well as 
extremely happy, since it will give the possibility to many other priests and 
priestesses to be able to undertake in turn the path in Solar Alchemy.Thanks be 
to Isis and Aphrodite. Evoè! Evoè! Evoé! 
 
Priories: Noble Order of Tara 
 
Mana Youngbear, Priory of the Noble Sword of Truth, Willits, California: 
Recently counting so many with illness and pain, emotional strife and deep 
anxieties as well as depression. My priory The Noble Sword of Truth has been 
intentionally offering a healing right at 11 pm PST every night for a week now. 
We will be continuing this attunment indefinitely. If you wish to join our priory 
group on Facebook we do have members not initiated into the NOT and also 
those who have. In Msrch we will begin reading and performing all NOT liturgy 
rites on line. Look for posts. GDC Mana Youngbear the Noble Order of Tara / 
Priory of the Noble Sword of Truth.  
Priory page on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/955309984520260 
Isian Healing Rite: https://sites.google.com/site/fellowshipofisisliturgy/isian-
healing-rite 
 
Sheila Broun of the Priory of the Goddess, Bath, Somerset, UK: I am working 
on a Goddess talk - to Bath Interfaith – on zoom on Friday 9th April. I have done 
the PowerPoint and sent it to the organizer! The other day a friend and I stood on 
the small wooden bridge over Wellow Brook and spoke to the rushing torrent, 
and asked the water to carry away something from us that we had written on a 
small piece of rice paper, and gave thanks. Then we walked up to Stoney 
Littleton Longbarrow, This has a powerful, gentle, heart energy, and it is where 
Sulis lies sleeping before She emerges again for earth renewal. 
 
Grand Dame Commander Julie Lowe sends Greetings from the Priory of 
Boudicca, in Chesterfield, Derbyshire! 
 
Groves: Druid Clan of Dana 
 
Mana Youngbear of The Redwood Grove of the Tuatha de Danann, Willits, 
California is offering online classes on the Ogham. If you are interested, please 
contact Mana through her Facebook group page for her grove: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1394179200910670 
 
Jeffrey Iles of Grove of Elen of the Ways, San Diego, California: On April 4, 
1958, the Peace Symbol made its public debut. The protest group Campaign for 
Nuclear Disarmament tasked its artist Gerald Holtom to create a nuclear 
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disarmament symbol for its upcoming 52-mile protest march from London, 
England to Aldermaston, site of the British Atomic Weapons Research 
Establishment. In semaphore signal language holding a flag in each hand 
diagonally down by your sides is the symbol for “N”. Holding one flag above your 
head and one down at your feet is “D”. Holtom superimposed these two lines and 
enclosed them with a circle to symbolize “Nuclear Disarmament”. The protesters 
marched four days over Easter weekend, Friday April 4 through Monday April 7, 
1958 displaying the new symbol in one of the first anti-nuclear war 
demonstrations. They were white symbols on black background. Over the 1960s 
the symbol came to be known as the Peace Symbol. Adopted by the anti-war 
movement and youth culture of that era the diagram remains a universally known 
symbol for Peace. Gerald Holtom refused to claim copyright believing the symbol 
should be free to everyone.  
 

 
 
Thalia Brown of Grove of the Avalon White Hart, Glastonbury, UK, writes: 
“Finding the wings of Isis through the alchemy of dance. When the full moon 
keeps me awake, I dance in the moonlight, this winged Isis pose is very magical 
remembering Isis the queen of heaven.” 
 
Carole Linda Gonzalez of Grove Argentum, New York, New York, USA writes: 
Spring is here. The trees outside my window haven't flowered yet, but there's 
plenty of life in there. I spent some time this morning watching the squirrels run 
up and down the trees. There is a nest there where they spent the winter. Today, 
there were two of them just having a good time. They run from one tree to the 
next but rest and sleep in their nest located in the little opening shown in the 
close up below. 
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Dulce Domum 
    

 
 

Constance Demby 
May 9, 1939 - March 20, 2021 

 
Multi-instrumentalist and composer, Constance Demby, was a pioneer in the field 
of musical composition and performance. Constance passed away March 20 at 
the age of 81. Her 1986 album “Novus Magnificat: Through the Stargate”, is 
listed among the most influential New Age and ambient albums of all time.  
 
She performed at events with the Dalai Lama, Deepak Chopra, and Todd 
Rundgren, often in dramatic settings, such as the Museum of Modern Art in New 
York City, the Great Pyramid of Giza, and Stonehenge.  
 
Constance performed on instruments of her own creation – a facet of her career 
that had foundation in her early training as a sculptor – which included the Sonic 
Steel Space Bass, made of sheet metal with tuned steel rods, played with mallets 
and a bow. The Space Bass emits a wide variety of sounds that resemble wind 
chimes, thunder, whale cries, and human voices.  
 
She has also skilled on the hammered dulcimer, tamboura, and keyboards. Her 
travels to India, Spain, and Portugal, experiences with sound healing, and a love 
of Gregorian chants influenced her unique musical style. Constance recorded 
over a dozen albums, including Constance Demby at Alaron, Sacred Space 
Music, Set Free, Light of This World, Skies Above Skies, Aeterna, Faces of the 
Christ, Attunement, Spirit Trance, Sonic Immersion, Ambrosial Waves, Live in 
Tokyo (also on DVD) and Sanctum Sanctorum. 
 
Constance was a friend of Loreon Vigne, founder of the Temple of Isis at Isis 
Oasis. They kept in close contact for many years. Constance attended the 
Fellowship of Isis Convocations two years in a row in the early 2000’s. She 
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graced those in attendance with wonderful and unforgettable performances and 
was ordained as a priestess in the FOI and TOI by FOI co-founder Olivia 
Robertson. 
 
Constance Demby, we say your name that you may live!  
	  

_________________________________________ 
 
 

 
 

 
Aset Shemsu - The Retinue of Isis 

Aset t fem. det. sh-m-s- w "go, walk" det. plural sign 

Foundation Centre: Clonegal Castle, Enniscorthy, Eire 

 

MANIFESTO 

Growing numbers of people are rediscovering their love for the Goddess. At first, 
this love may seem to be no more than an inner feeling. But soon it develops; it 
becomes a longing to help the Goddess actively in the manifestation of Her 
divine plan. Thus, one hears such inquiries as, "How can I get initiated into the 
Mysteries of the Goddess? How can I experience a closer communion with her? 
Where are her nearest temples and devotees? How can I join the priesthood of 
the Goddess?", and many other such questions. 

The Fellowship of Isis has been founded to answer these needs. Membership 
provides means of promoting a closer communion between the Goddess and 
each member, both singly and as part of a larger group. There are hundreds of 
Iseums and thousands of members all over the world, since the Fellowship was 
founded in 1976 by Lawrence, Pamela and Olivia Durdin-Robertson. Love, 
Beauty and Truth are expressed through a multi-religious, multi-cultural, multi-
racial Fellowship. The good in all faiths is honored. The Fellowship of Isis has no 
particular affiliations. 

The Fellowship is organized on a democratic basis. All members have equal 
privileges within it, whether as a single member or part of an Iseum or Lyceum. 
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This manifesto applies also to the daughter societies: the College Of Isis, the 
Spiral of the Adepti, the Spiral of Alchemy, the Noble Order of Tara, and the 
Druid Clan of Dana. 

The Fellowship respects the freedom of conscience of each member. There are 
no vows required or commitments to secrecy. All Fellowship activities are 
optional and members are free to resign without question or rejoin at their own 
choice. Membership is free. 

The Fellowship reverences all manifestations of Life. The God also is venerated. 
The Rites exclude any form of sacrifice, whether actual or symbolic. Nature is 
revered and conserved. The work of the Noble Order of Tara is for conservation 
of Nature. 

The Fellowship accepts religious toleration, and is not exclusivist. Members are 
free to maintain other religious allegiances. Membership is open to all of every 
religion, tradition and race. Children, listed as "Children of Isis", are welcomed, 
subject to parental consent. The "Animal Family of Isis” accepts members’ animal 
and bird friends through centres. 

The Fellowship believes in the promotion of Love, Beauty and Abundance. No 
encouragement is given to asceticism. The Fellowship seeks to develop 
friendliness, psychic gifts, happiness, and compassion for all life. The Druid Clan 
of Dana develops Nature's psychic gifts. 

The College of Isis has been revived after its suppression 1,500 years ago. Like 
Aset Shemsu, The FOI itself, it has always been alive in the Inner Planes. It is 
from these Inner Planes that its return has been inspired. Magi degrees may be 
conferred through Lyceums of the College. Correspondence courses are offered. 
There are no vows nor secrecy. 

Iseums are the very Hearths of the Goddess, or Goddess and God to Whom they 
are dedicated. These are listed, along with Lyceums in every Isian News. Tara 
Priories and Dana Groves are also listed regularly. All these centers and Isian 
News are for FOI members only. 

The Archpriesthood Union of the FOI Priesthood, together with the ArchDruid 
Union of the Druid Clan of Dana and the Grand Commander Union of the Noble 
Order of Tara (FOI Union Triad) are Guardians to inspire the ideals of the 
Fellowship of Isis. All members are equal, and are not subject to anyone. All work 
with the Goddess - or Goddess and God - of their own Faith. Every Being - 
human, animal, bird, tree - element - is an eternal offspring of the Divine Family 
of the Mother Goddess. 
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Current Membership List of the FOI Foundation Union Triad 
 
Archdruid Union: 
 
Germany: Claudia Wehmeyer; Thomas Wehmeyer Ireland: Eileen Lawrence; 
David de Roeck Italy: Ossian d'Ambro UK: Celia Thomas; Jane Marshall; Jewels 
Solheim; John Merron; Christine Rhone USA: deTraci Regula; Michael 
Starsheen; Anniitra Ravenmoon; Kasey Conder; Arthur Freeheart; Carolina 
Amor-Boggs; Mana Youngbear; Linda Iles; Kiel Milner; Carole Linda Gonzalez; 
Vicki Margaritis; Denise Murray Allen; Kat Robb 
 
Archpriesthood Union: 
 
Australia: Tina Georgitsis Brazil: Bruno Pythio; Claudiney Prieto Germany: 
Claudia Wehmeyer; Thomas Wehmeyer Indonesia: Johannes Nugroho Onggo 
Sanusi Ireland: Maire Doyle; David de Roeck, Baya Salmon-Hawk Italy: Aglaia 
Francesca UK: Sheila Broun; Christine Rhone; Celia Thomas; Jewels Solheim; 
John Merron USA: Demetria Nanos; Linda Iles; Kasey Conder; Arthur Freeheart; 
Maury White-Hereford; Carolina A. Amor; Anniitra Ravenmoon; Michael A. 
Starsheen; Normandi Ellis; deTraci Regula; Daniel Campbell; Cathryn Anne 
Rogers; Lady Isis Cerridwen. 
 
Grand Commander Union: 
 
Brazil: Bruno Pythio Germany: Claudia Wehmeyer; Thomas Wehmeyer 
Germany & USA: Dietlinde Brueckner; Ron Cwetna Ireland: David de Roeck; 
Maire Doyle; Italy: Aglaia Francesca UK: Sheila Broun; Christine Rhone; John 
Merron  USA: Kasey Conder; Anniitra Ravenmoon; deTraci Regula; Michael A. 
Starsheen; Linda Iles; Lori Beth Williams; Helen Bourne-Schmid; Carla D. Jones-
Alt; Mana Youngbear; Arisa Victor; Don Lewis; Melissa Anderson 
 

Sister Websites of Fellowship of Isis Central 
(www.fellowshipofisiscentral.com)	  

	  
FOI Germany   https://www.fellowshipofisis.eu/ 
Fellowship of Isis Utah  http://www.isisofutah.org/ 
Circulo de Isis   https://circulodeisis.wordpress.com/ 
FOI Chicago    http://www.foichicago.com/ 
Temple of Isis   http://www.isisoasis.us/ 
Aset Shemsu Italia 
   https://sites.google.com/view/asetshemsu/home-manifesto 
Irmandade de Isis Brasil  http://irmandadedeisis.blogspot.com.br/ 
Berengaria Order of Druids https://www.stormwatchdruid.uk/berengaria/ 
Circle Sanctuary       https://www.circlesanctuary.org/ 
The Correllian Tradition      http://www.correllian.com/ 
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Official Fellowship of Isis Groups On Facebook: 
 
(*) Fellowship of Isis Central Site and News: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/361723650498/ 
 
(*) Druid Clan of Dana – Fellowship of Isis – An Clann Draoidheachta Danann 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/315380318522084/ 
 
Fellowship of Isis Listening Circle 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/832069066831545/ 
 
Fellowship of Isis Order of the Shining Helmet of Athena 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/500964463404247/ 
 
Fellowship of Isis Crones, Sages and Elders 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/238772979792380/ 
 
(*) Circulo de Isis 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/107041605992128/ 
 
Irmandade de Isis Brasil 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/297719357014030/ 
 
Casa di Aset – FOI Italia 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/365169971033999/ 
 
(*) Chartered as official online FOI centers by FOI Co-Founder Olivia Robertson 
 
	  
	  
	  
	  


